Migraine headache trigger site prevalence analysis of 2590 sites in 1010 patients.
Surgical deactivation of migraine trigger sites offers an alternate treatment option for patients with recalcitrant headaches who are unresponsive to medical therapies or for those who are unable to take medications. The aim of this article is to provide a comprehensive review and a prevalence analysis of 2590 migraine surgery trigger sites in 1010 patients over a 14-year study period. This is a retrospective review of migraine patients who underwent surgical decompression of peripheral nerves. Data from the migraine surgery database maintained by the senior author were reviewed. Preoperative variables included patient demographics and migraine trigger sites, whereas intraoperative variables included specific trigger site deactivation. Overall, 825 female and 158 male patients underwent the deactivation of 2590 migraine headache trigger sites. Migraine surgery patients had an average of 2.6 trigger sites. A single trigger site was operated in 26.9% of migraine headache patients, whereas 73.1% of the patients had multiple trigger sites. The nasal trigger site (III) was the most prevalent single trigger site affecting 12.3% of patients, and overall 66.9% of patients had this site as a component of their migraine complex. Concurrent occurrence of trigger sites I, II, III, and IV was the most prevalent trigger site combination involving 21.4% of patients. This article offers the prevalence information of trigger sites and provides a simple classification for the ease of communication among surgeons and their teams.